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23The distribution of multicast traffic (e.g. IPTV or business point-to-multipoint) in the
24metropolitan environment requires highly resilient network infrastructures. Currently-
25deployed fibre ducts in the metropolitan area are typically based on ring topologies inter-
26connected by the dual homing approach. In this study, an easy evolution towards meshed
27topologies is proposed, based on Double Rings with Dual Attachments (DRDA). This work
28analyses in detail the resilience capabilities of DRDAs and the two dual p-cycles defined
29over them. It is shown that, just by ensuring service repair rates of 12 h, large service avail-
30ability values can be achieved (of the order of four to five-nines). Additionally, the amount
31of backup capacity required to recover from link failures is further calculated in this paper.
32Furthermore, this work gives a mathematical framework or reference to all those network
33operators who are willing to deploy highly resilient metropolitan area networks at a mod-
34erate cost. The five-nines service availability degree is easily achieved provided sufficiently
35small service repair times (in the range of 12 h). Additionally, large service availability val-
36ues are obtained with little extra backup capacity (about three-nines with only doubling
37capacity).
38! 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

39

40
41 1. Introduction

42 The research community is beginning to understand
43 that only new optical network technologies can satisfy
44 the ever-increasing user demands for bandwidth [1–3]. In-
45 deed, recent experiments have shown line-rate capacities
46 of up to Tbits/s with DWDM optical networks [4–6]. Once
47 such bandwidth demands are satisfied with the help of
48 optical switching, network operators must design resil-
49 ience mechanisms on top of them to guarantee that end-
50 users indeed perceive a substantial increase in the Quality
51 of Service offered. Failure tolerance has become a priority
52 to network operators during the design of their Metropol-
53 itan Area Networks.

54Clearly, the perception by end-users of a 10-Gbps opti-
55cal network might be better than that of a 100-Gbps opti-
56cal network, provided that the former shows a greater
57degree of service availability than the latter. Network oper-
58ators often seek to guarantee the so-called five-nines ser-
59vice availability of their networks. That is, the network is
60at the users’ disposal at least during 99.999% of the time.
61This is in fact a very challenging issue given that both link
62and node failures occur more often than expected, leading
63to continuous service disruption. One link failure per year
64for every 450 km of fibre length is typically assumed by
65the research community as a reasonable value [7].
66In IP-based packet networks, the routing protocols are
67capable of detecting link failures and distributing this
68information to all nodes within a domain such that, after
69some time, the routing tables in all nodes converge to
70the optimal solution. However, this process is very slow
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71 and may take several seconds (even minutes), which is
72 unacceptable for many delay-sensitive applications. It is
73 feasible to reduce such delay by making use of the existing
74 resilience techniques provided by the underlying optical
75 layers.
76 In light of this, the research community has devoted
77 great research effort to define mechanisms, algorithms,
78 protocols and techniques over the control plane that im-
79 prove and even guarantee service availability and surviv-
80 ability. These include, for instance, the classical 1 + 1, 1:1
81 and M:N protection techniques whereby two separated
82 (often link-disjoint) paths, the so-called primary and back-
83 up paths, are used for the transmission of critical data.
84 For instance, Resilient Packet Rings (RPRs) [8] comprise
85 a very promising 1:1 protection-based resilience mecha-
86 nism for ring topologies, whereby link failures are guaran-
87 teed to recover within 50 ms. In RPRs, all links in the ring
88 are full-duplex, allowing to switch data on the opposite
89 direction when one link of the ring fails. A large number
90 of studies have analysed the properties and benefits of
91 RPRs, leading to the creation of the IEEE 802.17 Working
92 Group on attempts to summarise its behaviour onto a com-
93 mon standard for Metropolitan 10 Gbit-Ethernet.
94 Over the past decade, an alternative to RPRs has been
95 proposed via the so-called preconfigured protection cycles
96 (also referred to as p-cycles) [9]. Such p-cycles have the
97 advantages of common ring protection mechanisms (fast
98 recovery time) and of meshed protection techniques (high
99 capacity efficiency). Such fast path recovery is achieved

100 since the backup path is preconfigured before the link fail-
101 ure actually occurs, just like RPRs. However, p-cycles are
102 preferable over other preconfigured mechanisms such as
103 RPRs given their high-redundancy structure and minimum
104 extra capacity requirements per link.
105 Concerning p-cycles, the literature has: defined them
106 [9], proposed a protocol for fast failure recovery [10] and
107 probabilistically analysed their reliability properties [11],
108 among many other studies [12–14]. This study goes one
109 step further defining the emerging Double-Ring topologies
110 with Dual Attachment (DRDAs) and studying the service
111 availability and resilience properties of the two dual p-cy-
112 cles defined over them. In such DRDAs, two different rings
113 (the inner and the outer rings) are interconnected via dual
114 attachments such that every node in the inner ring is dou-

115ble linked to its associated node in the outer ring on at-
116tempts to increase the redundancy and protection
117properties of the whole topology. Over such topologies,
118two disjoint p-cycles with no link shared between them
119provide protection to all nodes in the DRDA in case of fail-
120ure, thus strengthening its survivability properties.
121This work is devoted to the study of the service avail-
122ability and design of such dual p-cycles on DRDA topolo-
123gies. To this end, the remainder of this work is organised
124as follows: Section 2 gives a brief introduction to p-cycles
125and formally overview DRDAs. Section 3 presents a de-
126tailed study of the different combinations of link failures
127that may occur and provides the mathematical formulation
128of the problem under study. Additionally, this section stud-
129ies the main availability metrics and minimum extra
130capacity required per link with a set of numerical exam-
131ples. Section 4 proposes a set of experiments to numeri-
132cally show the benefits of DRDAs and the dual p-cycles
133defined over them. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work
134with a brief summary of the main findings obtained.

1352. Problem statement

1362.1. Review of p-cycles

137According to the seminal study made by the authors in
138[9], a preconfigured protection cycle (abbreviated as p-cy-
139cle) is defined as a set of links connected in a circular way
140such that all links in the p-cycle have C units of spare
141capacity that can be used to transport data in case of failure
142(Fig. 1-a left). Additionally, Ref. [9] defines two different
143types of failures that a p-cycle can recover from: the ‘‘on-
144cycle” span failure (Fig. 1-b middle) and the ‘‘straddling”
145span failure (Fig. 1-c right). The former case refers to a link
146that belongs to the p-cycle itself and can be recovered just
147by switching its traffic on the opposite direction of the p-
148cycle. The latter type of a failure refers to a link that does
149not belong to the p-cycle itself but can be recovered
150through it since the link’s edges are actually connected to
151two-nodes of the p-cycle. Thus, for a generic network
152topology, p-cycles provide protection not only to all its link
153members, but also to all those spans which are connected
154to them, bringing high-redundancy and great levels of
155protection.

(c)(b)(a)
Fig. 1. Example of a p-cycle defined over a generic network topology. (a) The p-cycle itself; (b) an on-cycle link failure; and (c) a straddling link failure.
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156 Designing p-cycles involves two stages: (1) deciding
157 which links among the total comprise the p-cycle; and
158 (2) defining the spare capacity units that all links on the
159 p-cycle dedicate for failure provisioning. Concerning the
160 latter, it is worth remarking that every straddling span fail-
161 ure consumes C=2 of extra capacity in a p-cycle, whereas
162 on-cycle failures demand C units of protected capacity, as
163 noted from Fig. 1. Additionally, a given p-cycle provides
164 two separate paths for recovering from a straddling span
165 failure.
166 The next section introduces Double-Ring topologies
167 with Dual Attachment and the two dual p-cycles defined
168 over them.

169 2.2. Definition of DRDAs and failure recovery

170 As formerly proposed in [15], a Double-Ring topology
171 with Dual Attachment (DRDA in what follows) comprises
172 two bi-directional rings of the same size (same number
173 of links), one is called the inner ring and the other is re-
174 ferred to as the outer ring. Moreover, such double rings
175 are interconnected in a way such that each node in the out-
176 er ring is attached with its associated node in the inner ring
177 via a dual bi-directional link. The total number of nodes k
178 in the DRDA topology determine the size and properties
179 of the DRDA. For instance, Fig. 2 shows a DRDA with
180 k ! 8 nodes, therefore with 2k ! 16 links in it, each of
181 them subject to faults. The reader will easily note that both
182 the inner and outer rings must be of the same number of
183 nodes and, such a number must be even, otherwise it is
184 not possible to build the p-cycles (see Fig. 3).
185 As noted, the two dual p-cycles traverse all nodes in the
186 topology providing full connectivity between any two-

187nodes in the DRDA. Also, the two p-cycles are link-disjoint,
188that is, no link is shared between them. These two features
189of DRDAs are expected to provide high levels of protection
190against link failures. In fact, such a redundancy level is ob-
191served from the fact that every link failure in the DRDA can
192be treated (and further recovered) as either an on-cycle
193failure on its actual p-cycle, or as a straddling span failure
194from the viewpoint of its dual p-cycle. Such resilience
195capabilities are studied in the next section.
196Before that, it is necessary to make clear that such two
197link-disjoint p-cycles require three very particular condi-
198tions to be met: (1) The metro network must be comprised
199of two bi-directional rings of the same number of nodes;
200(2) every node in the inner ring must be connected with
201its associated node in the outer ring via two links, and
202(3) the number of nodes in the inner and outer ring must
203be even. As long as these three conditions are met, it is al-
204ways possible to define the two link-disjoint p-cycles.

2053. Reliability analysis of dual p-cycles in DRDAs

206This section is devoted to the study of the so-called all-
207terminal reliability of DRDAs, which is related to the prob-
208ability to have all nodes interconnected in any possible
209way. In what follows, disconnection refers to the case
210where a given node is isolated from the rest since none
211of the two p-cycles can recover from the link failures that
212occurred. Finally, each link in the DRDA is assumed to car-
213ry, at most, C units of traffic under normal activity and link
214failures occur independently. The number of failures that a
215DRDA can recover from, and the amount of protection
216(backup) capacity required to do so is studied below.

2173.1. Single failure recovery

218This section considers three types of span failures which
219can be recovered by the two p-cycles: full-straddling, semi-
220straddling and on-cycle span failures. Remark that the two
221p-cycles are link-disjoint and, at the same time, traverse
222(thus protect) all nodes in the topology. For this reason,
223every link failure can be recovered by either its actual p-cy-
224cle (the p-cycle which contains the failing link) or its dual
225p-cycle (the other one, which does not contain the failing
226link but protects its connecting nodes), as explained
227below:

228" Full-straddling span failure (F–S): In this case, a span fail-
229ure is recovered by the link’s dual p-cycle, over the two
230different paths defined on it (see Fig. 4-a top). To recover
231the C units of capacity carried by the failing link, the two
232paths on the dual p-cycle are required to provide C=2 of
233protection capacity each.
234" Semi-straddling span failure (S–S): In this second case, a
235failure is recovered again by its dual p-cycle, but this
236time it is done by only the shortest path among the
237two possible ones defined by the p-cycle (see Fig. 4-b
238middle). This case requires the backup path defined over
239the p-cycle to have C units of extra capacity.
240" On-cycle span failure (O–C): In this final case, a span fail-
241ure is recovered by its actual p-cycle, that is, by the same

Fig. 2. Example of an 8-DRDA network topology.

Fig. 3. The two p-cycles on an 8-DRDA network topology.
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242 p-cycle which contains the link that happened to fail
243 (see Fig. 4-c bottom). To recover from this failure, C units
244 of extra capacity are required to transport the data on
245 the opposite direction of the link’s actual p-cycle.
246

247 In general, link failures can be recovered following any
248 of the three strategies defined above. However, DRDAs
249 should use the policy that requires the least amount of pro-
250 tection capacity, in order to provide spare capacity to re-
251 cover from future link failures, if these ever happen to
252 occur. Such a recovery policy depends on the actual num-
253 ber of failures and their location on the p-cycles at a given
254 time. This is analysed next.

255 3.2. Multiple link failure recovery

256 Let (n:m) denote the state in terms of the number of link
257 failures of a k-DRDA topology at a given time. Here n andm
258 refer to the number of link failures on the two p-cycles
259 respectively defined in the k-node DRDA, with
260 0 6 n;m 6 k since each p-cycle contains k links. The fol-
261 lowing lists all possible states concerning multiple link
262 failures that may occur, along with the amount of spare
263 capacity required for backup purposes Cb in order to en-
264 sure all-node connectivity:

265" (n:0): This state considers n span failures that occurred
266on one p-cycle, but no failures occurred on its dual p-
267cycle, where 1 6 n 6 k (see Fig. 5-a top-left). All such
268failures on the same p-cycle are thus recovered on its
269dual p-cycle following a Full-Straddling strategy. This
270state thus consumes Cb ! nC=2 of extra capacity on the
271dual p-cycle to recover from all failures.
272" (1:1): This state considers two link failures, one on each
273p-cycle. In this case, the two link failures are recovered
274on their dual p-cycles, following a Semi-Straddling strat-
275egy (see Fig. 5-b top-right). This state requires at least
276Cb ! C units of extra capacity on each p-cycle.
277" (n:1): In this state, one p-cycle has suffered n link fail-
278ures, with 2 6 n 6 k, and its dual p-cycle only one link
279failure. Any failure on the first p-cycle can be recovered
280in its dual one by means of only one path, that is, follow-
281ing a Semi-Straddling recovery mechanism (see Fig. 5-c
282bottom-left). The single failure on the second p-cycle is
283recovered over it following an on-cycle policy. There-
284fore, this state may require an amount of backup capac-
285ity of, at least, Cb ! #n$ 1%C to recover from all link
286failures.
287" (m:n): When m;n P 2, this case leads to disconnection,
288that is, the all-terminal connectivity between any two
289pair of nodes is not guaranteed regardless of the amount

C

C

C/2

C/2

(a) Full-Straddling

(b) Semi-Straddling

(c) On-cycle 

Fig. 4. The three possible strategies to recover from the failure on the figure’s left-hand side p-cycle: full-straddling (top, a); semi-straddling (middle, b);
and on-cycle (bottom, c).
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290 of backup capacity provisioned (see Fig. 5-d bottom-
291 right).
292

293 A summary of these cases, the amount of backup capac-
294 ity required and the recovery strategy used in each case are
295 given in Table 1.
296 As shown in Table 1, all cases of multiple link failures
297 can be recovered just by defining the appropriate recovery
298 policy with sufficient spare capacity. Only the state (m:n)
299 withm; n P 2 brings a disconnection situation to the DRDA
300 regardless of the amount of extra capacity provided by the
301 two dual p-cycles.
302 It is worth noting that the amount of backup capacity
303 required for each multiple link failure case shown in Table
304 1 refers to worst possible cases. For instance, some (m:1)
305 failure cases may be solved with less than Cb ! #m$ 1%C.
306 However, in order to reduce the number of states and sim-
307 plify the forthcoming Markov Chain analysis, Table 1
308 shows only the worst possible cases such that, if the value
309 of Cb is guaranteed, then the strategy is capable of recover-
310 ing from any particular failure combination of links for a
311 given case. The next section studies the disconnection
312 probability distribution making use of such a simplified
313 Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC).

314 3.3. CTMC modelling and solution

315 The following analysis assumes that links in the DRDA
316 happen to fail independently from one another. Addition-
317 ally, link failures occur with a memoryless nature, that is,

318the inter-failure times are exponentially distributed with
319rate k failures per unit of time. The value of k&1 shall be re-
320ferred to as the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF). Also,
321links are assumed to be repaired by the network operator
322following again an exponential distribution with rate l re-
323paired links per unit of time. Now, l&1 is referred to as the
324Mean Time To Repair (MTTR). The main goal of this study is
325to find the Time To Disconnection (TTD) probability distri-
326bution function of a generic k-DRDA topology and derive
327its Mean Time To Disconnection (MTTD) average value, gi-
328ven an observed average link failure value of MTBF and
329provided that the network operator can guarantee a cer-
330tain average link repair time given by its MTTR value.
331To simplify the model, no more than four link failures
332are assumed to occur simultaneously. Indeed, the probabil-
333ity to have more than four link failures simultaneously is
334less than 10&6 for MTBF ! 60 days and traditional MTTR
335values of hours and days.
336With these assumptions, a given k-node DRDA can be
337easily characterised and analysed with the nine-state Reli-
338ability CTMC shown in Fig. 6, which reads as follows: The
339generic state (m:n) gives the number of failures on the
340two p-cycles, together with the required units of backup
341capacity Cb for that state. For instance, the state labeled
342(2:1) means that two of the k links of one p-cycle have
343failed together with one of the k links of its dual p-cycle.
344In such a case, 3C additional units of backup capacity are
345required.
346The diagram in Fig. 6 also gives the transition probabil-
347ities between states. For instance, transition from state
348(0:0) to state (1:0) occurs with rate 2kk, since this transi-
349tion occurs when any of the 2k links of the two p-cycles
350fails. Transition back to state (0:0) occurs with rate l,
351which refers to the rate at which such a failure is fixed.
352For instance, transition from state (1:0) to state (1:1) oc-
353curs with rate kk (any of the k links of the dual p-cycle
354fails), whereas the transition rate to state (2:0) is #k& 1%k
355(any of the k& 1 remaining links of the current p-cycle
356fails). Again, transition back from state (2:1) to state
357(2:0) occurs with rate 1l which refers to the fact that the

C

C

C

C

C

C

C/2

C/2

C/2

(a) 2:0 (b) 1:1

(c) 3:1 (d) 2:2

Fig. 5. Multiple link failure cases: state (2:0) (top-left, a); state (1:1) (top-right, b); state (3:1) (bottom-left, c) and state (2:2) (bottom-right, d).

Table 1
Combinations of multiple link failures, recovery strategy and backup
capacity required.

Failure case Recovery strategy Necessary Cb

(n:0) with 1 6 n 6 k n F–S nC=2
(1:1) 2S–S C
(m:1) with 2 6 m 6 k m S–S + 1 0–C #m$ 1%C
(m:n) with m;n P 2 Not possible Disconnection
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358 failure on the dual p-cycle is recovered. The same reason-
359 ing applies to the rest of state transition rates. Finally,
360 the state (2:2) is absorbing in the CTMC (there is no tran-
361 sition from this state to any other) and, when reached, this
362 state implies that some nodes in the DRDA are isolated
363 (disconnection state).
364 To compute the Time To Disconnection probability dis-
365 tribution from initial state (0:0), it is just required to
366 choose the entry ((0:0), (2:2)) in the matrix A#t% ! e&Gt

367 where A#t% gives the distribution function of the passage
368 time between any two states of the CTMC within the time
369 interval '0; t(, and matrix G is the transition probability ma-
370 trix for this chain defined by Table 2.
371 The use of algebraic software, such as Derive or Math-
372 ematica, can be used to derive exact analytical expressions
373 of the MTTD as a function of k, l and k.
374 Finally, Fig. 7 shows the Availability Markov model
375 which is the same diagram as the Reliability Markov Model
376 depicted in Fig. 6 but with state transition back from (2:2)
377 to (2:1). This model makes it possible to compute the sta-
378 tionary probability distribution of all states, therefore, the

379amount of backup capacity required by the DRDA on aver-
380age per unit of time, as shown throughout the experiments
381section.
382Deriving such stationary probabilities of states requires
383solving the linear equation system (see [16], chapter 5 and
384[17], chapter 4):

Piqi !
X

j2S
qijPj for i 2 S; #1%

X

j2S

Pj ! 1; #2%
386386

387where Pi is the stationary probability distribution of state
388i,S is the state space, qij is the transition probability from
389the state i to the state j and qi !

P
j2Sqji.

3903.4. Recovery strategies

391Concerning recovery strategies, the Availability Markov
392Model of Fig. 7 gives the amount of backup capacity re-
393quired on each failure state, together with appropriate

Fig. 6. The 9-state reliability Markov model for a generic k-DRDA.

Table 2
k-Node DRDA transition matrix G. The empty gaps refer to zeroes.

State (0:0) (1:0) (1:1) (2:0) (2:1) (3:0) (4:0) (3:1) (2:2)

(0:0) &2kk 2kk
(1:0) 1l &1l& #2k& 1%k kk #k& 1%k
(1:1) 2l &2l& 2#k& 1%k 2#k& 1%k
(2:0) 2l &2l& #2k& 2%k kk #k& 2%k
(2:1) 2l 1l &3l& #2k& 3%k #k& 2%k #k& 1%k
(3:0) 3l &3l& #2k& 3%k #k& 3%k kk
(4:0) 4l &4l
(3:1) 3l 1l &4l
(2:2)
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394 recovery policy that must be followed. For instance, start-
395 ing on state (0:0), the first link failure is recovered with the
396 Full-Straddling policy on its dual p-cycle. Subsequent link
397 failures on the same p-cycle as the original failure are also
398 recovered on the dual p-cycle following the Full-Straddling

399policy, since this is the cheapest solution (less amount of
400required backup capacity).
401However, if a second link failure occurs on the dual p-
402cycle as the original failure, then the recovery strategy
403must switch to two Semi-Straddling recovery paths.

Fig. 7. The 9-state availability Markov model for a generic k-DRDA.
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Fig. 8. Recovery strategy transition: State (1:0) (top, a); state (1:1) (bottom, b).
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404 Clearly, this seems to require re-configuration of the recov-
405 ery policies since the original Full-Straddling path seems
406 no longer necessary. However, as noted from Fig. 8, this
407 is not the case: the original Full-Straddling path becomes
408 a Semi-Straddling backup path, that is, it carries the total
409 capacity of the two Full-Straddling paths, plus a new
410 Semi-Straddling path needs to be created on the dual p-cy-
411 cle to recover from the second link failure.
412 This obviously needs real-time re-configuration of pro-
413 tection strategies. Such reconfiguration must consider only
414 two cases: The case of a second link failure on either
415 fa; b; c; d; eg (See Fig. 8) requires Full-Straddling fs1 to di-
416 vert its traffic to fs2; and the case of a second link failure
417 on either ff ; g;hg (See Fig. 8) requires Full-Straddling fs2
418 to divert its traffic to fs1. The re-configuration of such few
419 cases can be calculated in the time between two link fail-
420 ures, provided that the time in between two consecutive
421 link failures is sufficiently large. Indeed, the probability
422 of having more than two link failures within one minute
423 is less than 10&5 for MTBF P 30 days.
424 The same reasoning applies to the case of switching
425 from state (1:1) to state (2:1) which requires changing
426 recovery policies from two S–S backup paths to two S–S
427 and one O–C backup paths (see Table 1).

4284. Numerical examples

429This section provides a set of numerical examples to
430show the applicability of the equations derived in previous
431sections. Basically, these include the study of DRDA topol-
432ogies with: (a) different MTBF and MTTR values, and (b)
433different topology sizes. Moreover, it is shown that a net-
434work operator must guarantee the appropriate MTTR in or-
435der to assure a given service-time availability for different
436observed MTBF values. Finally, it is studied how much
437backup capacity is necessary to provide in order for a net-
438work operator to guarantee a given service availability
439level.

4404.1. Comparison for different MTBF and MTTR values

441Fig. 9 shows the Time To Disconnection survival distri-
442bution function as a function of time (in days) assuming
443different MTBF and MTTR values. The values considered
444are: MTBF ! f15;30;60;180g days, that is, one failure
445every 15 days, etc.; and average service repair times of
446MTTR ! f1=4;1=2;1;2;7g days. The worst possible case is
447that of failures occurring every 15 days and average service
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Fig. 9. Time to disconnection probability for different combinations of MTTR and MTBF.
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448 repair time of 7 days. For instance, taking the value t ! 360
449 days as a reference and service repair times of MTTR ! 1
450 day, the probability to have the service available for more
451 than t ! 360 days (1 year) equals: 1:596) 10&10 (almost
452 impossible) when MTBF ! 15 days, 0.011 when
453 MTBF ! 30 (one failure every month), 0.796 when
454 MTBF ! 90 and finally 0.970 when MTBF ! 180.
455 Clearly, as can be seen from Fig. 9, the larger MTBF, the
456 higher probability there is of one year of full-service
457 availability.

458 4.2. Design of repair strategies

459 Concerning designing purposes, it is important to find
460 the MTTR that a network operator must be compromised
461 to in order to guarantee a given disconnection probability
462 over a period of time of one year (360 days), assuming
463 the network has been observed to suffer one failure every
464 MTBF. In light of this, Fig. 10 answers this question: it
465 shows the probability to have disconnection over one
466 month (30 days), over one half year (180 days) and over
467 one year (360 days) considering MTBF ! 60 days and dif-
468 ferent values of MTTR.
469 Fig. 11 shows the Mean Time To Disconnection (MTTD)
470 for different MTTR and MTBF cases. The MTTD represents
471 the average time required to move from the original (0:0)
472 state with no link failures to the disconnection state in
473 the Reliability Markov Chain. This gives an idea of what
474 requirements (in terms of MTTR) should a network opera-
475 tor demand from its service repair department in order to
476 achieve a given MTTD. For instance, if a given DRDA is ob-
477 served to suffer one failure every MTBF ! 60 days, a
478 department which fixes one failure within MTTR ! 1=2

479day (12 h) on average would give disconnection in
480MTTD ! 1933 days on average, whereas if the same
481department guarantees MTTR ! 1 day to fix a link failure,
482that would lead to MTTD ! 577 days of MTTD.
483In terms of service availability, Fig. 12 shows the Service
484Time Unavailability (STU), computed as:

STU ! P#2:2%: #3% 486486

487That is, STU represents the average proportion of time in
488which the network is not available. For instance, if a given
489DRDA is observed to suffer one failure every MTBF ! 180
490days and the network operator guarantees an average re-
491pair time MTTR in the range of 1 day or below, the target
492five-nines availability is provided.
493Next section aims to compare the resilience capabilities
494of DRDAs in terms of its size.

4954.3. Comparison between topology sizes

496Fig. 13 shows the MTTD values for different k-size
497DRDAs. First of all, there is a decreasing trend of MTTD
498with respect to k since the more number of links (remark
499that a k-DRDA contains 2k links) in the topology, the more
500subject to failure this is. For instance, an 8-DRDA shows
501MTTD ! 1933 days (MTBF ! 60 days and MTTR ! 1=2
502day), whereas an 32-DRDA gives a much smaller
503MTTD ! 35 days (less resilient).
504Additionally, decreasing the MTTR has a clear impact on
505the MTTD, regardless of the topology size k, as shown in
506the previous case.
507In conclusion, DRDAs are shown to provide high resil-
508ience capabilities, but these decrease with its size k (i.e.
509number of links subject to failures). The network operator
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Fig. 10. Time to disconnection probability for different guaranteed MTTRs by the network operator.
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510 must take care of this aspect when designing a given DRDA
511 to cover a certain metropolitan area. Furthermore, when
512 new nodes are included in the inner and outer rings to cov-
513 er new neighbourhoods, the network operator must be
514 aware that the total service availability gets reduced and

515must provide faster service repair times (reduce MTTR).
516This statement is confirmed in [11]. The p-cycles provide
517good resilience properties for MANs, but should not be
518used as a resilience mechanism for WANs, unless an out-
519standing MTTR value is guaranteed.
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Fig. 11. Mean time to disconnection for different combinations of MTTR and MTBF.
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520 4.4. Network dimensioning

521 The next experiment aims to provide a means to provi-
522 sioning backup capacity in the DRDA. As stated above, each

523failure state ((0:0), (n:0), etc) is recovered following a cer-
524tain strategy (F–S, S–S, O–C) and such a recovery strategy
525demands a certain amount of backup capacity. For in-
526stance, C=2 extra/backup capacity is always required
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Fig. 13. Mean time to disconnection for different size of topology with different values of MTTR and MTBF = 60 days.
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527 whenever a single failure occurs (1:0) (see Fig. 7). How-
528 ever, C=2 backup capacity does not suffice if another failure
529 occurs on either p-cycle. Such a case (states (1:1) and (2:0))
530 demands C units of backup capacity. Finally, other failure
531 combination cases (or states) demand 3C=2;2C;3C and
532 4C of backup capacity for full-service recovery. No more
533 than this quantity is required under the assumption of 4
534 link failures at most. Other than that is considered as
535 disconnection.
536 Fig. 14 gives the stationary probability distribution of
537 the cases that demand backup capacity: Cb ! f0;C=2;C;
538 3C=2;2C;3C;4Cg. This gives an idea of the average portion
539 of time over which the network is using such a capacity as
540 backup. For instance, if only Cb ! 2C of backup capacity is
541 provided, then there is network disconnection as soon as
542 the states (2:1), (3:1) and (2:2) are reached, since there is
543 not enough backup capacity to recover from such failures.
544 Interestingly, Cb ! 1C provides service availability almost
545 the same amount of time as if Cb ! 2C, since the states
546 (3:0) and (4:0), which require Cb ! 3C=2 and Cb ! 2C,
547 respectively, occur more rarely than state (2:0) and (1:1)
548 which require Cb ! C. Essentially, the provisioning of too
549 much extra backup capacity does not guarantee a much
550 larger service availability level. There is a significant ser-
551 vice availability improvement only if Cb ! 3C and
552 Cb ! 4C. For instance, assuming MTBF ! 60 days and
553 MTTR ! 1=4 days (6 h), if the network operator guarantees
554 an extra capacity of Cb ! 1C, a saturation probability of
555 1:28) 10&3 is obtained, whereas if Cb ! 4C is guaranteed,
556 the five-nine service availability is provided (the saturation
557 probability equals 9:17) 10&6).

558 5. Summary and conclusions

559 This work introduces Double-Ring topologies with Dual
560 Attachment (DRDA) and studies their resilience capabili-
561 ties against link failures. This topology comprises two bi-
562 directional rings of the same size, namely the inner and
563 the outer ring, whereby each node in the inner ring is con-
564 nected with its associated node in the outer ring via dual-
565 attachment, thus leading to a highly-redundant topology
566 configuration. Such a solution is particularly useful when
567 each pair of nodes (inner node and its dual attached outer
568 node) are physically close, and the cost of connecting both
569 nodes via dual-attachment is small. This is the case for
570 most metropolitan area network of big cities.
571 Such resilience capabilities are modelled by a Continu-
572 ous Time Markov Chain which, after solving, provides a
573 useful insight in: (1) The repair times that a network oper-
574 ator must guarantee to achieve a given service availability;
575 (2) the service availability provided by different size DRDA
576 topologies and their implications in adding new nodes in
577 the inner and outer rings; and, (3) the service availability
578 provided with respect to the amount of backup capacity
579 dedicated to recover from failures.
580 For instance, in order to achieve the five-nines service
581 availability level (99.999% of the time) it is necessary to
582 provide MTTR smaller than twelve hour to provide for typ-
583 ical MTBF values in the range of 15–60 days. For the same
584 values, only the provisioning of Cb ! C backup capacity

585gives service unavailability of 10&3, whereas Cb ! 4C guar-
586antees the five-nine service availability. Easy rules like
587these can be obtained from the CTMC model and the fig-
588ures depicted in the numerical examples.
589This information is of special interest to provide multi-
590cast services which demand full-time any-to-any connec-
591tivity, such as the distribution of IPTV services. In such
592applications, a root node serves IPTV content to all other
593nodes in the topology, which further distribute this signal
594to a number of DSLAMs connected with it. In such a case,
595the isolation of a single node translates to thousands of
596users without IPTV service, which is unacceptable for most
597network operators.
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